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Key Points:9

• Reflection of solar wind protons from lunar regolith is simulated with SDTrimSP-10

3D.11

• A precise agreement with spacecraft measurements of energetic neutral atom emis-12

sion is only found for highly porous regolith structures.13
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−0.14 is derived from solar wind proton reflection,14

which could also be applied for other airless bodies.15
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Abstract16

The porosity of the upper layers of regolith is key to the interaction of an airless plan-17

etary body with precipitating radiation, but it remains difficult to characterize. One of18

the effects that is governed by regolith properties is Energetic Neutral Atom (ENA) emis-19

sion in the form of reflected and neutralized solar wind protons. We simulate this pro-20

cess for the surface of the Moon by implementing a regolith grain stacking in the ion-21

solid-interaction software SDTrimSP-3D, finding that proton reflection significantly de-22

pends on the regolith porosity. Via comparison with ENA measurements by Chandrayaan-23

1, we derive a globally averaged porosity of the uppermost regolith layers of 0.85+0.15
−0.14.24

These results indicate a highly porous, fairy-castle-like nature of the upper lunar regolith,25

as well as its importance for the interaction with impacting ions. Our simulations fur-26

ther outline the possibility of future regolith studies with ENA measurements, for ex-27

ample by the BepiColombo mission to Mercury.28

Plain Language Summary29

The Moon’s surface is covered with regolith, a soil made up of stacked grains. Prop-30

erties of this regolith influence how the Moon interacts with its environment. One ex-31

ample of such an effect are impacts by charged particles emitted from the Sun called the32

’solar wind’. We now present simulations of the reflection of such particles from the sur-33

face of the Moon, taking into account the grain structure of the regolith. We only find34

an agreement between the simulations and spacecraft measurements of reflected solar35

wind particles for very loosely stacked grains. Overall, the amount of reflected particles36

significantly depends on the structure of the regolith. Our simulations predict that 85%37

of the volume in the regolith is made up of empty space between grains. These results38

thus show how measurements of reflected particles can be applied for studying soil prop-39

erties of the Moon, as well as other planetary bodies such as Mercury.40
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1 Introduction50

The surfaces of airless bodies are covered by a porous regolith, a loose ensemble51

of rocks and dust grains, due to a multitude of erosion and impact processes over bil-52

lions of years (McKay et al., 1991). Its upper layers determine how those planetary bod-53

ies are observed as their surface morphology strongly affects optical properties (Hapke,54

2008; Vernazza et al., 2012). The porous structure of stacked grains will also influence55

the interaction of any planet, moon or asteroid with its environment or precipitating ra-56

diation. Especially the effect of porosity on thermal conductivity has been of recent in-57

terest (Wood, 2020; Ryan et al., 2022). The porosity of the upper regolith is also con-58

nected to mechanical properties of the grain stacking (Kiuchi & Nakamura, 2014) as well59

as grain transport processes across a planetary surface (Vernazza et al., 2012; Schwan60

et al., 2017). While a large number of studies of lunar regolith have been performed, the61

porosity of the pristine upper regolith, defined as the ratio of voids to the total volume62

in the region near the surface that is accessible for precipitating radiation, is difficult to63

deduce from returned samples and requires non-invasive methods (Ohtake et al., 2010).64

Early investigations estimated a porosity between 0.8 and 0.9 from reflectance measure-65

ments (Hapke & van Horn, 1963). Similarly, Ohtake et al. (2010) found a high poros-66

ity for the Apollo 16 sample site, which was confirmed by Hapke & Sato (2016), deter-67

mining a porosity of 0.83±0.03 for the upper lunar regolith at this specific site. This68

value for the upper regolith differs from the result of studies with returned samples of69

0.52 ± 0.02 for the upper 15 cm of the lunar soil (Carrier III et al., 1991). Impacting70

particles, such as photons, ions or electrons, however, have much smaller interaction re-71

gions on the order of millimeters (Hapke & Sato, 2016). It is thus questionable how ap-72

plicable measurements of the porosity from returned samples are for the upper regolith.73

Specifically investigating the top layers of returned samples is not feasible either, as the74

original grain order is disturbed in the sample collection process.75

A major external influence that affects airless bodies is the precipitation of ions from76

the solar wind. Their interaction with planetary surfaces is of great interest for space77

weathering studies as ion impacts can contribute to nanophase Fe formation, creation78

of amorphized rims, or hydroxyl formation by proton implantation (Hapke, 2001; Pieters79

& Noble, 2016; Jones et al., 2018; Poppe et al., 2018; Keller et al., 2021). Understand-80

ing ion impacts on regolith grains is also key for determining the particle environment81

around airless bodies: Atoms sputtered from the surface significantly contribute to ex-82

ospheres around larger bodies like Mercury (Pfleger et al., 2015) or the Moon (Wurz et83

al., 2007, 2022). The sputtering by ion impacts is very much dependent on the structure84

of the surface on a microscopic scale (Küstner et al., 1998; Cassidy & Johnson, 2005).85

Solar wind ions can also be scattered off the surface, which has been studied in detail86

for the interaction between the Moon and solar wind protons. Energetic neutral atom87

(ENA) measurements from the Earth-orbiting IBEX mission (McComas et al., 2009) and88

the Chandrayaan-1 lunar orbiter (Wieser et al., 2009) determined between 10% and 20%89

of solar wind protons are reflected as neutrals. Recently, the Chang’E-5 lander also re-90

ported the first measurements of ENA emission obtained from the lunar surface (Zhang91

et al., 2020). KAGUYA and ARTEMIS analyses have further shown that up to about92

1% of protons are scattered from the lunar surface as ions (Saito et al., 2008; Lue et al.,93

2018). Both populations have since been characterized extensively and show several fea-94

tures that are not yet understood, but may be related to regolith properties. For exam-95

ple, an incidence-angle-independent reflection coefficient (Vorburger et al., 2013), a pref-96

erential backwards emission towards the impact direction (Schaufelberger et al., 2011;97

Lue et al., 2018) and a significantly reduced reflection energy (Futaana et al., 2012) have98

been reported. All these effects are also expected to occur on Mercury (Lue et al., 2017),99

which will be investigated by the upcoming BepiColombo mission (Orsini et al., 2021).100

The investigation of reflected solar wind protons is an important part of understand-101

ing how the surfaces of airless bodies are affected by precipitating ions. In this context,102

the exact interaction will strongly be influenced by properties of the bodies’ regolith. Here103

we present simulations of the scattering of solar wind protons from lunar regolith with104
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the program SDTrimSP-3D. Using this model, we compare the reflection coefficients to105

measurements from Chandrayaan-1 for ENA emission from the surface of the Moon. We106

find that the reflection coefficient is highly dependent on the porosity of the regolith. Our107

simulations lead to a precise agreement with spacecraft measurements for a highly porous,108

fairy-castle-like regolith structure. Following these findings, we propose the possibility109

of ENA emission measurements as a non-invasive method for studying the porosity of110

the regolith of airless bodies. This method would be feasible from orbit, especially if so-111

lar wind parameters and surface mineralogy can be constrained from accompanying mea-112

surements.113

2 Simulation Methods114

2.1 SDTrimSP-3D115

Simulations of the solar wind proton interaction with lunar regolith were performed116

with SDTrimSP-3D (versions 1.15 and 1.17) (Von Toussaint et al., 2017). This software117

allows the simulation of ion impacts on a solid based on the Binary Collision Approx-118

imation (BCA). Within the BCA, the paths of ions and any newly created recoil atoms119

are traced through the solid sequentially. Scattering angles and energy losses are calcu-120

lated from binary collisions with target atoms based on a given screened Coulomb in-121

teratomic potential. BCA codes such as TRIM (Biersack & Haggmark, 1980; Ziegler et122

al., 2010) or SDTrimSP (Mutzke et al., 2019) represent commonly used tools for calcu-123

lating ion ranges, ion-induced damage formation, sputtering and ion reflection. SDTrimSP-124

3D represents a three-dimensional expansion of SDTrimSP and allows the implementa-125

tion of a surface morphology or more complex structures on a grid of cuboid voxels. SDTrimSP126

is often used for studying ion-surface interaction in nuclear fusion research (Oberkofler127

et al., 2015; Sugiyama et al., 2016; Schmitz et al., 2018), and has also been applied for128

simulating systems relevant for space weathering to better understand sputtering (Schaible129

et al., 2017; Szabo, Biber, Jäggi, Brenner, et al., 2020; Szabo, Biber, Jäggi, Wappl, et130

al., 2020; Morrissey et al., 2022), ion implantation (Biber et al., 2020), or ion-induced131

surface composition changes (Christoph et al., 2022). Scattering of ions from surfaces132

has also been compared to SDTrimSP simulations by Deuzeman (2019), finding a good133

agreement to experimental data for several cases. SDTrimSP-3D applications have mostly134

focused on sputter simulations of rough surfaces (Von Toussaint et al., 2017; Arredondo135

et al., 2019; Kelemen et al., 2021), as well as the change of the surface topography as a136

result of prolonged ion bombardment (Arredondo et al., 2020).137

2.2 Simulating Impacts of Solar Wind Protons on the Lunar Surface138

In the present study, we apply SDTrimSP-3D to simulate the scattering of imping-139

ing solar wind protons from lunar regolith. Due to the approach of following the whole140

path of a particle in the BCA simulation, effects such as local incidence angles, impacts141

on multiple grains due to reflection, or implantation are automatically included. All sim-142

ulations presented here were performed in the static mode of SDTrimSP-3D, where changes143

in the grain morphology or in the relative surface concentration of various elements are144

not considered.145

SDTrimSP-3D requires several inputs regarding parameters for the target mate-146

rial and the scattering events. For the presented simulations, we use a regolith fully con-147

sisting of enstatite grains (MgSiO3) with a base density of 3.3 g/cm3 as an analog min-148

eral for the lunar surface (Jäggi et al., 2021). The simulation-specific input parameters149

were adopted from sputter simulations of several silicates that achieved precise agree-150

ment with experimental results (see e.g. Szabo, Biber, Jäggi, Brenner, et al., 2020; Biber151

et al., 2020; Szabo, Biber, Jäggi, Wappl, et al., 2020). Specifically, this includes a Krypton-152

Carbon (KrC) interaction potential (SDTrimSP-3D input parameter ipot=1, see the ex-153

ample ’tri.inp’ input file included in the accompanying dataset to this manuscript (Sz-154
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abo, Poppe, et al., 2022)), a Gauss-Legendre integration (iintegral=2) and electronic155

stopping from an average of the Lindhard-Scharff and the Oen-Robinson model (inel0=3).156

For the surface binding energies, adapted values fitted to experiments were used (Szabo,157

Biber, Jäggi, Brenner, et al., 2020), but these inputs only affect sputtering and are not158

important for simulating the reflection of impinging ions.159

2.3 Implementing a Regolith Model in SDTrimSP-3D160

For the implementation of a regolith surface in SDTrimSP-3D, a setup of stacked161

grains of equal size (diameter dg) was chosen. In general, modeling regolith as an ensem-162

ble of spherical grains represents a commonly applied approach (see e.g. Schräpler et al.,163

2015; Jiang et al., 2013, and references therein). In order to implement such a grain setup,164

we used an algorithm of dropping spheres into a box with periodic boundary conditions165

(see e.g. Ryan et al., 2022). Spheres that hit the lower boundary surface of the box be-166

come frozen in place and spheres colliding with other frozen spheres have a probability167

to stick and also become frozen. This sticking probability affects the porosity of the fi-168

nal grain structure (see Kulchitsky et al., 2018). Using this approach, randomly stacked169

grain setups with porosities between about 0.5 and 0.9 can be achieved. The porosity170

is here calculated as the fraction of empty space between the grains and the total vol-171

ume between the lower boundary of the simulation cell and the top of the uppermost grain.172

Using this setup of stacked spheres as a base, we then create an input file for SDTrimSP-173

3D. For this purpose, the case geo=45 setting of SDTrimSP-3D is used, which allows174

to set up a “fig.inp” input file that includes the coordinates of every single voxel. We trans-175

fer the grain stacking results from the sphere-dropping algorithm to this file, taking into176

account the chosen size and resolution of the simulation cell. Details of the optimization177

of the grain sizes and simulation resolution are given in the Supporting Information. At178

mean grain sizes of several tens of µm (McKay et al., 1991) and ion ranges of tens of nm,179

the ion impacts are localized to the very surface of the grain and their finite size does180

not affect the interaction (Nietiadi et al., 2014). However, smaller grain sizes - which in-181

deed still uphold the requirement of local interaction near the surface - were used for com-182

putational reasons.183

Analysis of returned lunar samples has clearly shown that regolith grains are not184

spherical, but occur in highly variable irregular shapes (McKay et al., 1991; Carrier III185

et al., 1991). For this reason, we did not only consider spherical grains in the SDTrimSP-186

3D simulations, but also irregularly shaped grains. We implemented different grain shapes187

with a given fractal dimension fd as a roughness characterization parameter, following188

an algorithm proposed by Wei et al. (2018) for creating random irregularly shaped par-189

ticles. The fractal dimension fd describes how the surface area changes with measure-190

ment scale: A smooth sphere has fd = 2, while fd increases for rougher surfaces to a191

maximum value of 3. The algorithm by Wei et al. (2018) then connects fd to an expan-192

sion of the grain shape in spherical harmonics Y m
n (θ, φ) for polar angles θ and azimuthal193

angles φ. We used this algorithm to create random irregular grain shapes, using the in-194

puts from Wei et al. (2018) for highly decomposed granite and accounting for fractal di-195

mensions between 2.2 and 2.8 to cover a broad range of possible shapes (see the Sup-196

porting Information). For the fractal dimension of lunar regolith grains, only a limited197

number of studies are available. Shkuratov & Helfenstein (2001) derived a high fractal198

dimension of the lunar regolith structure on the microscopic scale of 2.7 from measure-199

ments of scattered light from the Moon. Tianxiang et al. (2015) analyzed shapes of lu-200

nar regolith analogs and report fractal dimensions between 2.44 and 2.88, supporting that201

high values of fd can be expected for regolith grains.202

Figure 1 shows examples of the final regolith setups in SDTrimSP-3D for grains with203

fd = 2.6 and a porosity of about 0.5 (Figure 1a) and 0.8 (Figure 1b). For the irregu-204

larly shaped grains, only grains with the same fd were used, but each grain was randomly205

generated independent from the others. The grains on the edge of the simulation cell ap-206

pear cut off because of the periodic boundary conditions of the simulation cell. For the207
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(a)

(b)

4 dg 4 dg

Figure 1. (a) An example for a regolith setup with a porosity of about 0.5 and a grain frac-

tal dimension fd = 2.6. (b) In the same manner as in (a), a regolith setup with a porosity of

about 0.8 is depicted. (c) The reflection coefficient R for different angles of incidence α is shown.

Chandrayaan-1 measurements (Vorburger et al., 2013) are compared to simulations with a flat

surface (dotted line), spherical grains (circles) and irregularly shaped grains with fd = 2.6 (tri-

angles). Agreement between simulations and experiments is much better for the very porous

regolith (mean porosity P̄ = 0.83, orange) than for the tighter packing with lower porosity

(P̄ = 0.55, blue).
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regolith setups, 50 grains were used to ensure that the regolith is extended enough that208

ions do not pass through the regolith into the solid base below the stacked grains. Test209

runs were performed with 100 spherical grains in the same cell for several cases, which210

gave results consistent with simulations containing 50 grains. All simulation cells had211

a base 4 dg × 4 dg with grain diameter dg, typical regolith heights that resulted from212

the grain dropping algorithm were about 3 dg for the lower porosity and about 9 dg for213

the high porosity setups.214

3 Results215

Using the regolith setups with variable porosity and different grain shapes described216

in the previous section, we performed simulations of the reflection of solar wind protons217

to compare them to measurements of ENA emission from the surface of the Moon. For218

this purpose, we chose the data from the Chandrayaan-1 Energetic Neutrals Analyzer219

(CENA) (Vorburger et al., 2013), where an overall neutral reflection coefficient R of 0.16±220

0.05 was found with no significant dependence on the angle of incidence. Using data from221

the whole CENA operation time between January 2009 and July 2009, we took this eval-222

uation as being the most representative of the global reflection of solar wind protons from223

the lunar surface. In order to have a suitable reference for the solar wind conditions dur-224

ing the timespan of the CENA measurements, we used the OMNI dataset (King & Pa-225

pitashvili, 2005) to derive the solar wind energy distribution as an input for SDTrimSP-226

3D. As similarly described by Schaufelberger et al. (2011), we find solar wind energies227

between about 350 and 1700 eV with a peak at 500 eV and a mean energy of about 750228

eV (see the Supporting Information).229

SDTrimSP-3D does not have the capability to treat the neutralization process of230

precipitating protons. Instead, only the total reflection of all solar wind protons inde-231

pendent of incident charge state can be calculated. Lue et al. (2018) showed that the so-232

lar wind proton scattering efficiency as a charged particle is between 0.2% and 0.6%. Thus,233

ENAs are estimated to make up between about 96% and 99% of the reflected particles.234

We therefore directly compare SDTrimSP-3D results to ENA measurements and con-235

sider the charged particle emission probability as one of the possible sources of uncer-236

tainty.237

3.1 Reflection Coefficients for Different Porosity Regimes238

Figure 1c compares simulation results of the reflection coefficient R for ions with239

the solar wind energy distribution from the OMNI dataset to the CENA measurements240

from Vorburger et al. (2013) (grey area) under different incidence angles with respect241

to the surface normal. Simulations with a flat surface (black dotted line, simulated with242

the graphical user interface for SDTrimSP from Szabo, Weichselbaum, et al. (2022)) de-243

scribe a vastly different scenario than the CENA measurements. While the reflection co-244

efficients from the lunar surface show no dependence on the incidence angle (at least up245

to the measurement limit of 70°), a pronounced increase in the reflection coefficient is246

predicted for a flat surface under oblique incidence. In contrast, the SDTrimSP-3D re-247

golith simulations show a much flatter behavior and the simulations with a high poros-248

ity (orange) agree very well with the CENA data. With a mean porosity P̄ = 0.83, these249

regolith structures correspond to the porosity result from Hapke & Sato (2016) and closely250

resemble the example in Figure 1b. Simulations using a more efficient packing with lower251

porosity (blue) overestimate the CENA measurements especially for higher incidence an-252

gles. Their mean porosity P̄ = 0.55 leads to structures similar to the example in Fig-253

ure 1a and is closer to data from returned lunar samples (Carrier III et al., 1991). The254

SDTrimSP-3D results shown in Figure 1c include calculations with spherical grains (cir-255

cular symbols) as well as with irregular grains with fd = 2.6 (triangular symbols). How-256

ever, the grain shape only starts to affect the simulation results for incidence angles over257
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60°. Similar behavior is found for other fd values of 2.2, 2.4, 2.7, and 2.8 (see the Sup-258

porting Information).259

The error bars in Figure 1c give an uncertainty estimate for the SDTrimSP-3D sim-260

ulation of [-10%, +18%] based on uncertainties from the choice of grain size, voxel size,261

mineralogy, electronic stopping model and the fact that a small fraction of solar wind262

protons (between 0.2% and 0.6%) is reflected as charged particles instead of as neutrals263

(Lue et al., 2018). For the mineral-related estimate, we simulated reflection coefficients264

from anorthite, forsterite and the average lunar composition from Wurz et al. (2007), which265

lie within 5% of the enstatite result. The asymmetry in the uncertainty estimate orig-266

inates from general inaccuracies for the stopping of oxides that was discussed by Roth267

et al. (2017). There it was found that the commonly applied weighted average of elemen-268

tal stopping powers for calculating the compound stopping power significantly overes-269

timates measured values for several oxides. For the relevant proton energies in our sim-270

ulations, the SiO2 stopping power is about 30% to 35% smaller (Roth et al., 2017). A271

correction by 30% would result in an increase of the reflection coefficient for enstatite272

by 16.5% as predicted by SDTrimSP-3D. Due to unclear differences of the stopping be-273

tween SiO2 and MgSiO3, we include this as a potential source of uncertainty.274

In comparison to the Chandrayaan-1 data, the difference between low porosity and275

high porosity still remains evident when uncertainties are considered. A tightly packed276

regolith cannot explain the measured ENA reflection coefficients. Instead, the agreement277

for all angles is only achieved when a very porous, fairy-castle-like structure is assumed278

in the simulation.279

3.2 Determining Porosity from Reflection Coefficients280

The data presented in Figure 1c showed that the reflection coefficient of solar wind281

protons changes with different regolith porosities. As seen in Figure 1c, the porosity de-282

pendence at 60° incidence is more pronounced than at lower incidence angles, but at the283

same time the simulation results still show no signs of significant grain shape influences.284

Figure 2a then depicts the dependence of the reflection coefficient on the porosity P for285

a fixed angle of incidence of 60°. The incidence angle of 60° is thus well suited to con-286

strain the porosity of the upper lunar regolith. The data from Figure 1c for low and high287

porosities and all grain shapes are included in blue and orange, while additional simu-288

lations are shown in green. This includes the SDTrimSP result for a flat surface (with289

a porosity of 0), an ideal hexagonal close packing of spheres with a porosity of 0.26, as290

well as several SDTrimSP-3D simulations with spherical grains and random porosities291

between 0.55 and 0.8. For porosities above 0.5, a linear fit of R = 0.432 − 0.317 × P292

was calculated for the simulation results (black dashed line). As discussed before, un-293

certainties of the calculated reflection coefficients have to be taken into account as well294

(light-grey-shaded area around the linear fit), which we assume to scale the same for all295

simulations regardless of porosity or grain shape. From the comparison of the fit to SDTrimSP-296

3D results and the Chandrayaan-1 measurement for 60° (grey, from Vorburger et al. (2013)),297

a porosity of the upper lunar regolith of P = 0.85+0.15
−0.14 can be derived.298

4 Discussion299

SDTrimSP-3D simulations of the reflection of solar wind protons from the lunar300

regolith allow essential insights into the interaction of the solar wind with the surface301

of airless bodies. Our simulation results provide a precise quantitative agreement with302

the ENA measurements from the CENA instrument on Chandrayaan-1 in both the ab-303

solute value of the reflection coefficient and its lack of a significant angular dependence304

for incidence angles less than about 60°. The observed behavior is similar to generally305

reported changes of the sputter yield with increased surface roughness (Cupak et al., 2021;306

Szabo, Cupak, et al., 2022). This underlines the importance of taking the regolith struc-307

ture into account, in particular the top-most layer with the highest porosity, to under-308
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Figure 2. (a) For an angle of incidence α of 60°, simulated reflection coefficients R are plotted

over the porosity P . The same data as in Figure 1c are shown in blue and orange, while green

data points represent simulations from a flat surface, an ideal hexagonal packing and a set of ran-

dom porosities between 0.55 and 0.8. Comparing the linear fit for the simulation results (black

dashed line) to the Chandrayaan-1 measurements gives a porosity value of P = 0.85+0.15
−0.14 for the

lunar surface. (b) For simulations with porosities of 0.55 (blue) and 0.83 (orange), the maximum

depth below the top of the regolith reached by impacting protons (in units of grain diameter dg)

are plotted. (c) To eliminate the role of the different total volume taken up by the regolith, the

frequency of maximum proton depths is plotted over the effective depth, i.e. the fraction of the

total regolith grain volume that is above the point of reference. For lower porosities, still more

impacts happen at lower effective depths, where reflection and escape from the regolith structure

are more likely.
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stand how airless bodies are affected by impacting ions. It also supports the validity of309

using our SDTrimSP-3D approach to model ion-surface interactions on airless bodies.310

Given similar behaviors for granular structures and rough surfaces, investigating the pos-311

sibility of approximating the regolith as a conventional rough surface in a future study312

could provide a promising way of easier modelling of the ion interaction with regolith.313

Grain shapes only have minor effects on the simulation results, as similarly reported314

by Cassidy & Johnson (2005). However, solar wind proton reflection is significantly de-315

pendent on the porosity of the uppermost regolith layers, where ions as well as other pre-316

cipitating radiation impacts the surface. This result stands in contrast to the calcula-317

tions by Cassidy & Johnson (2005), where no porosity dependence was found. However,318

Cassidy & Johnson (2005) assumed isotropic, random distances between atom collisions319

with grains, which differs from our geometry of stacked regolith grains. For such struc-320

tures, increasing porosity will lead to fewer precipitating ions impacting grains at the321

top of the structure, where reflected particles have a large free solid angle for escaping.322

This is visualized in Figure 2b and c: Figure 2b shows the maximum depth that impact-323

ing protons reach from multiple simulations with mean porosities of 0.55 (blue) and 0.83324

(orange) respectively. For the lower porosity this depth is much smaller than for the fairy-325

castle like structure, which is evident from the influence of the stacking on the total height326

of the simulation cell (see Figure 1). To compensate for this, we define an effective depth327

between 0 and 1 as the fraction of the volume of all regolith grains above the given depth.328

Figure 2c then shows that regions near the top of the regolith are still much easier ac-329

cessible for the lower porosity case due to the tighter packing at the very top of the re-330

golith. This is also underlined by the median effective depth of 0.03 for P̄ = 0.55 and331

0.10 for P̄ = 0.83. From the top of any regolith structure, reflection and escape are eas-332

ier and this contribution is missing for the higher porosity structures. Instead, particles333

reaching deeper into the regolith become more prominent for loosely stacked regolith.334

After local scattering at a grain, these particles then have an increased probability to335

hit another grain and become implanted there, contributing to an overall decreased re-336

flection of incident protons. This more effective trapping of incident protons can also be337

seen in the median of the number of collisions reflected protons undergo, which is about338

ten percent higher for the high porosity case than for the regolith structures with porosi-339

ties of around 0.55.340

Our calculated porosity of the lunar surface of P = 0.85+0.15
−0.14 is in line with the341

value of 0.83±0.03 found from infrared reflectance measurements (Hapke & Sato, 2016).342

However, the result of Hapke & Sato (2016) is - strictly speaking - only valid for the Apollo343

16 landing site, while the ENA measurements allow the determination of the porosity344

of the upper lunar regolith on a global scale. Figure 2b shows the depth that solar wind345

protons can access in the regolith. With mean grain diameters of the lunar soil between346

about 60 to 80 µm (McKay et al., 1991), this corresponds to several 100 µm on the Moon.347

The porosity value derived from ENA emission is thus valid for the same depth range.348

Existing uncertainties in the porosity from SDTrimSP-3D simulations are mostly con-349

nected to measurement uncertainties in the ENA reflection coefficient from Chandrayaan-350

1 and some lack of constraints for SDTrimSP-3D input parameters. Simulation uncer-351

tainties can be improved by future calibration of SDTrimSP-3D simulations with lab-352

oratory measurements of the reflection of protons from lunar soil, which would directly353

enhance the precision of ENA measurements for determining porosity. Most importantly,354

the reflection coefficient was also found to only have a minor dependence on most lunar355

minerals and is thus not sensitive to an exact knowledge of element abundances of a plan-356

etary surface. This represents a contrast to infrared reflectance, which can be affected357

by a wide range of surface properties. Characterization of the porosity of the Apollo 16358

sampling site to the described extent was only possible due to comparison of orbital data359

with laboratory measurements of returned samples (Hapke, 2001). In contrast, ENA mea-360

surements are fully feasible from an orbiting spacecraft. The energy of precipitating pro-361

tons plays a bigger role for ion impacts, but measuring the ENA reflection coefficient is362

not possible without characterizing the solar wind anyway. Therefore, any orbiter that363
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is equipped with instruments to measure solar wind (or other ambient plasma) param-364

eters and ENA emission could be able to study the regolith porosity on an airless body,365

given some constraints on the major minerals present on the surface.366

One obvious example, where such studies will be of use, is the upcoming BepiColombo367

mission to Mercury. It recently completed its first two Mercury flybys and will enter an368

orbit around the planet in 2025 (Mangano et al., 2021). BepiColombo is not equipped369

with a lander and is thus reliant on remote observations to study Mercury’s surface. Be-370

sides a characterization of Mercury’s exopshere, ENA measurements are one of the key371

science goals of BepiColombo’s SERENA and MPPE instruments (Orsini et al., 2021;372

Saito et al., 2021). These prerequisites make it ideal for using ENA measurements to con-373

strain the porosity of the hermean regolith. At Mercury, previous studies have either sug-374

gested a similar or a lower porosity than for the surface of the Moon (Warell, 2004; Domingue375

et al., 2010). The analysis of reflected solar wind protons from BepiColombo will allow376

additional insights into the porosity of Mercury’s regolith. Its ENA instruments should377

thus be pointed at Mercury’s surface in regular intervals to map the entire surface in re-378

flected ENAs and take into account different solar wind conditions. These investigations379

would also show how the regolith structure is affected by different electrostatic dust trans-380

port or a higher micrometeoroid flux as both the exposure to solar radiation as well as381

the micrometeoroid environment are more intense on Mercury than on the Moon (Ster-382

novsky et al., 2008; Pokornỳ et al., 2018, 2019).383

Furthermore, the scattering of protons from the surface of Phobos has recently been384

studied (Futaana et al., 2010, 2021). The Martian Moons eXploration (MMX) mission385

will significantly add to observations of scattered ions (Yokota et al., 2021), but it is not386

equipped with an instrument for ENA measurements. The quantification of the total amount387

of reflected solar wind protons from the surface of Phobos will therefore not be possi-388

ble in the same manner as it has been achieved for the Moon. However, future research389

on solar wind proton reflection characteristics will show if methods for deriving the poros-390

ity from protons reflected as charged particles can be established as well. This would en-391

able studying this parameter for the surface of Phobos and other airless bodies without392

the need of quantifying the total reflection of solar wind protons.393

5 Conclusions394

We have presented 3D ion-surface interaction simulations with a regolith grain setup395

to calculate the reflection coefficients of solar wind protons from the lunar surface. The396

simulation results show that the reflection from regolith does not depend strongly on the397

angle of incidence of the precipitating ions. However, we find that the porosity of the398

regolith structure is an important parameter for the proton reflection process, while the399

grain shapes within our tested parameter set only affect the outcome for very oblique400

impacts. For an incidence angle of 60° in reference to the surface normal, we deduce a401

linear dependence of the reflection coefficient R on the porosity P . A comparison of SDTrimSP-402

3D simulation results to ENA emission measurements from Chandrayaan-1 shows that403

the spacecraft measurements are best explained by a very porous, fairy castle regolith404

structure. For the upper lunar regolith, a high porosity of P = 0.85+0.15
−0.14 can be cal-405

culated, representing an average for the whole surface of the Moon. This supports sig-406

nificant adhesion between lunar regolith grains and could also indicate that electrostatic407

dust transport of single grains plays an important role in forming the uppermost regolith408

layers (Wang et al., 2016; Schwan et al., 2017; Yeo et al., 2021; Hood et al., 2022). These409

results are in agreement with previous infrared measurements of the Apollo 16 landing410

site (Hapke & Sato, 2016). Compared to such infrared studies, ENA reflection coefficients411

are less sensitive to other surface parameters and thus less dependent on laboratory cal-412

ibration. Therefore, we propose ENA measurements as a feasible method of character-413

izing the regolith porosity of an airless body with an orbiting spacecraft. It will already414

be possible to apply this method for the hermean regolith, as both modules of the Bepi-415

Colombo spacecraft will analyze ENA emission from the surface of Mercury.416
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